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It is not enough to reduce emissions, e.g. by decarbonising
energy. There must also be active removal of greenhouse
gases ('negative emissions') from the atmosphere
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• There are many other gases, not just

CO2, that drive climate change

• There are many sources of greenhouse

gases, not just energy generation
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Achieving 'negative emissions'
Ocean-based methods include:
• Ocean fertilization

Removal not permanent; many governance problems

• Coastal blue carbon

Current trends need to be reversed; carbon storage
relatively small-scale - and may be insecure

• Adding alkalinity/enhanced weathering

Many risks, uncertainties and governance problems
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Land-based methods include:
• Bioenergy with carbon capture & storage
High impacts on biodiversity and food security

• Reforestation/afforestation

Current trends need to be reversed; carbon storage
may be insecure

• Direct air capture

high energy costs? (unless linked to renewables)

Assumed in
<2°C pathways,
but large-scale
feasibility is
highly uncertain

Major issues relating to
implementation of negative
emissions at climatic scale:
• Impacts on biodiversity and food

security for land- based methods

• Risk of mid- century temperature

overshoot, exceeding climate
thresholds (tipping points)

• Security of carbon storage

A different approach: 'sunlight reflection methods' (SRM)
Ocean-based SRM methods include:
• Marine cloud brightening

Using sea spray to enhance cloud formation

• Ocean foams (to increase albedo)
Very many ecological concerns

• Thickening Arctic sea-ice

High cost to achieve significant climatic benefits

Atmospheric SRM methods include:
• Stratospheric aerosols

Ethical & governance issues: 'winners and losers'.

• Space mirrors

Ethical & governance issues: irreversible?

Land-based SRM methods include:
• Increasing land surface albedo
e.g. white roofs, desert coverings

Most used
in climate
modelling
studies

• Regional changes in climate even

if mean global temperature is
stabilised: loss & damage claims

• Many governance issues – very

low public acceptability

• Ocean acidification continues
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Major issues relating to
implementation of sunlight
reflection methods at climatic scale:

